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The Apprentice
Life of Pi is a masterful and utterly original novel that
is at once the story of a young castaway who faces
immeasurable hardships on the high seas, and a
meditation on religion, faith, art and life that is as
witty as it is profound. Using the threads of all of our
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best stories, Yann Martel has woven a glorious
spiritual adventure that makes us question what it
means to be alive, and to believe.

The Tylenol Mafia
Anthony Delano went to London from Australia after
an early newspaper career there and was soon a
foreign correspondent for the Daily Mirror, which at
that time sold nearly five million copies daily. He was
stationed in Rome during the Dolce Vita days, in Paris
when General De Gaulle was dismantling the French
empire, then the United States where he covered,
among many other dramas, the civil rights campaign
and the assassination of President John Kennedy.
Additional assignments took him all over the globe:
wars in Africa and the Middle East, tours with the
Queen and other members of the Royal Family; most
hazardous of all, perhaps, the historic Beatles tour of
America. In between there were executive stints in
London. He was managing editor of the Mirror when
the monstrous tycoon Robert Maxwell took it over.
Clearly time to go. He began to teach journalism and
research it academically, gaining first a Master's
degree at Queensland University of Technology then a
PhD from the University of Westminster (his 2001
doctoral thesis, The Formation of the British Journalist
1900-2000, is widely cited). He became a senior
lecturer, senior research fellow and finally visiting
professor at the London College of Communication.
He lives in the South of France, married to Patricia, a
literary scholar.
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The Confessional
Family Secrets
In 1946, years before the phrase “serial murder” was
coined, a masked killer terrorized the town of
Texarkana on the Texas-Arkansas border. Striking five
times within a ten-week period, always at night, the
prowler claimed six lives and left three other victims
wounded. Survivors told police that their assailant
was a man, but could supply little else. A local
newspaper dubbed him the Phantom Killer, and it
stuck. Other reporters called the faceless predator the
“Moonlight Murderer,” though the lunar cycle had
nothing to do with the crimes. Texarkana’s phantom
was not America’s first serial slayer; he certainly was
not the worst, either in body count or sheer brutality.
But he has left a crimson mark on history as one of
those who got away. Like the elusive Axeman of New
Orleans, Cleveland’s Mad Butcher of Kingsbury Run,
and San Francisco’s Zodiac Killer, the Phantom Killer
left a haunting mystery behind. This is the definitive
story of that mystery.

A Drink Before the War
A PDF version of this book is available for free in open
access via the OAPEN Library platform,
www.oapen.org. In the current crisis of the capitalist
world system, elites promote fear of crime and
terrorism to keep and expand their privileges and
control the masses. This book offers an analysis of the
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crisis and strategies for rebellion. This ebook is
participating in an experiment and is available Open
Access under the Creative Commons Attribution-Non
Commercial-No Derivatives 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NCND 3.0) licence. Users are free to disseminate and
reuse the ebook. The licence does not however permit
commercial exploitation or the creation of derivative
works without specific permission. To view a copy of
this license visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0

The Guardian Index
Mystery crime fiction written in the Golden Age of
Murder With an introduction by Martin Edwards and
featuring the Dickson Carr short story "The Shadow of
the Goat" We are thrilled to welcome John Dickson
Carr into the Crime Classics series with his first novel,
a brooding locked room mystery in the gathering dusk
of the French capital. In the smoke-wreathed gloom of
a Parisian salon, Inspector Bencolin has summoned
his allies to discuss a peculiar case. A would-be
murderer, imprisoned for his attempt to kill his wife,
has escaped and is known to have visited a plastic
surgeon. His whereabouts remain a mystery, though
with his former wife poised to marry another, Bencolin
predicts his return. Sure enough, the Inspector's worst
suspicions are realized when the beheaded body of
the new suitor is discovered in a locked room of the
salon, with no apparent exit. Bencolin sets off into the
Parisian night to unravel the dumbfounding mystery
and track down the sadistic killer.
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Two Centuries of US Military Operations
in Liberia
Bringing the World Home sheds new light on China’s
vibrant cultural life between 1895 and 1919—a crucial
period that marks a watershed between the
conservative old regime and the ostensibly
iconoclastic New Culture of the 1920s. Although
generally overlooked in the effort to understand
modern Chinese history, the era has much to teach us
about cultural accommodation and is characterized by
its own unique intellectual life. This original and
probing work traces the most significant strands of
the new post-1895 discourse, concentrating on the
anxieties inherent in a complicated process of cultural
transformation. It focuses principally on how the need
to accommodate the West was reflected in such
landmark novels of the period as Wu Jianren’s Strange
Events Eyewitnessed in the Past Twenty Years and
Zhu Shouju’s Tides of the Huangpu, which began
serial publication in Shanghai in 1916. The negative
tone of these narratives contrasts sharply with the
facile optimism that characterizes the many essays
on the "New Novel" appearing in the popular press of
the time. Neither iconoclasm nor the wholesale
embrace of the new could square the contradicting
intellectual demands imposed by the momentous
alternatives presenting themselves. An electronic
version of this book is freely available thanks to the
support of libraries working with Knowledge
Unlatched, a collaborative initiative designed to make
high-quality books open access for the public good.
The open-access version of this book is licensed under
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Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialNoDerivatives 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0),
which means that the work may be freely downloaded
and shared for non-commercial purposes, provided
credit is given to the author. Derivative works and
commercial uses require permission from the
publisher.

The Best Democracy Money Can Buy
Discusses the Calabrese family's criminal activity
from the 1960s to the 1980s, the events that lead
Frank Jr. to turn against his father, and trial of Frank
Sr. for eighteen murders in 2007.

Deconstructing Martial Arts
WINNER OF THE THURBER PRIZE The compelling,
inspiring, (often comic) coming-of-age story of Trevor
Noah, set during the twilight of apartheid and the
tumultuous days of freedom that followed. One of the
comedy world's brightest new voices, Trevor Noah is
a light-footed but sharp-minded observer of the
absurdities of politics, race and identity, sharing jokes
and insights drawn from the wealth of experience
acquired in his relatively young life. As host of the US
hit show The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, he
provides viewers around the globe with their nightly
dose of biting satire, but here Noah turns his focus
inward, giving readers a deeply personal, heartfelt
and humorous look at the world that shaped him.
Noah was born a crime, son of a white Swiss father
and a black Xhosa mother, at a time when such a
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union was punishable by five years in prison. Living
proof of his parents' indiscretion, Trevor was kept
mostly indoors for the first years of his life, bound by
the extreme and often absurd measures his mother
took to hide him from a government that could, at
any moment, take him away. A collection of eighteen
personal stories, Born a Crime tells the story of a
mischievous young boy growing into a restless young
man as he struggles to find his place in a world where
he was never supposed to exist. Born a Crime is
equally the story of that young man's fearless,
rebellious and fervently religious mother - a woman
determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty,
violence and abuse that ultimately threatens her own
life. Whether subsisting on caterpillars for dinner
during hard times, being thrown from a moving car
during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to
survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high
school, Noah illuminates his curious world with an
incisive wit and an unflinching honesty. His stories
weave together to form a personal portrait of an
unlikely childhood in a dangerous time, as moving
and unforgettable as the very best memoirs and as
funny as Noah's own hilarious stand-up. Born a Crime
is a must read.

The Lake, the River & the Other Lake
Violence at work, ranging from bullying and mobbing,
to threats by psychologically unstable co-workers,
sexual harassment and homicide, is increasing
worldwide and has reached epidemic levels in some
countries. This updated and revised edition looks at
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the full range of aggressive acts, offers new
information on their occurrence and identifies
occupations and situations at particular risk. It is
organised in three sections: understanding violence at
work; responding to violence at work; future action.

The End of White Christian America
"Palast is astonishing, he gets the real evidence no
one else has the guts to dig up." Vincent Bugliosi,
author of None Dare Call it Treason and Helter Skelter
Award-winning investigative journalist Greg Palast
digs deep to unearth the ugly facts that few reporters
working anywhere in the world today have the
courage or ability to cover. From East Timor to Waco,
he has exposed some of the most egregious cases of
political corruption, corporate fraud, and financial
manipulation in the US and abroad. His uncanny
investigative skills as well as his no-holds-barred style
have made him an anathema among magnates on
four continents and a living legend among his
colleagues and his devoted readership. This exciting
collection, now revised and updated, brings together
some of Palast's most powerful writing of the past
decade. Included here are his celebrated Washington
Post exposé on Jeb Bush and Katherine Harris's
stealing of the presidential election in Florida, and
recent stories on George W. Bush's payoffs to
corporate cronies, the payola behind Hillary Clinton,
and the faux energy crisis. Also included in this
volume are new and previously unpublished material,
television transcripts, photographs, and letters.
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A Spectacle of Corruption
When longtime animosities between a Mexican and a
white American student at a Texas high school finally
flare into violence, one ends up in the hospital with a
broken arm and a fractured ego. A few hours later,
the other ends up dead. In the reverb, friends and
enemies alike are left to grapple with loss, suspicion,
and rapidly escalating racial tensions. Narrated with
brutal candor by six boys—each with a very different
take on the week’s events—The Confessional blends
murder mystery, contemporary politics, and high
school drama to create a gritty, fast-paced read. From
the Paperback edition.

The Looming Tower
In a world where the Great Library of Alexandria
governs the flow of information to the people, Jess
discovers that those who control the Library believe
that knowledge is more valuable than human life after
his friend inadvertently commits heresy.

Power, Conflict and Criminalisation
This book reviews the history of the United StatesLiberia relations from the early 1820s to 2015, with
particular attention paid to the role of the US armed
forces. Contrary to most literature on the genesis and
development of Liberia, this book demonstrates how
US military power has been the primary influence
shaping Liberia's history. This includes the role played
by the US military in the founding of Liberia, the
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protection of the country during the European formal
colonial era, multiple covert operations in securing USfriendly administrations in Liberia, and direct military
interventions when necessary to secure American
interests in the region.

Violence at Work
It Walks by Night
Not by Sight
NO LOGO was an international bestseller and "a
movement bible" (The New York Times). Naomi Klein's
second book, The Shock Doctrine, was hailed as a
"master narrative of our time," and has over a million
copies in print worldwide. In the last decade, No Logo
has become an international phenomenon and a
cultural manifesto for the critics of unfettered
capitalism worldwide. As America faces a second
economic depression, Klein's analysis of our corporate
and branded world is as timely and powerful as ever.
Equal parts cultural analysis, political manifesto, mallrat memoir, and journalistic exposé, No Logo is the
first book to put the new resistance into pop-historical
and clear economic perspective. Naomi Klein tells a
story of rebellion and self-determination in the face of
our new branded world.

The Last Kabbalist of Lisbon
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Presents the author's findings from his interpretation
of events and the actions by Johnson & Johnson
leading up to and surrounding the September 29,
1982 Tylenol murders in Chicago and surrounding
suburbs.

Murder at the Sleepy Lagoon
Why have so many central and inner cities in Europe,
North America and Australia been so radically
revamped in the last three decades, converting urban
decay into new chic? Will the process continue in the
twenty-first century or has it ended? What does this
mean for the people who live there? Can they do
anything about it? This book challenges conventional
wisdom, which holds gentrification to be the simple
outcome of new middle-class tastes and a demand for
urban living. It reveals gentrification as part of a much
larger shift in the political economy and culture of the
late twentieth century. Documenting in gritty detail
the conflicts that gentrification brings to the new
urban 'frontiers', the author explores the
interconnections of urban policy, patterns of
investment, eviction, and homelessness. The failure
of liberal urban policy and the end of the 1980s
financial boom have made the end-of-the-century city
a darker and more dangerous place. Public policy and
the private market are conspiring against minorities,
working people, the poor, and the homeless as never
before. In the emerging revanchist city, gentrification
has become part of this policy of revenge.

The Garlic Ballads
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Literary Nonfiction. Sleepless and paranoid
methamphetamine addicts often see "shadow people"
in the darkest hours of the night. Yet it is the addicts
themselves that cast a shadow over the most
peaceful corners of America, driven in large numbers
to commit fraud, identity theft, burglary, domestic
violence, elder abuse, child abuse, assault and
murder. In 2010, award-winning journalist Scott
Thomas Anderson began to explore the link between
crime and methamphetamine, spending sixteen
months as an embedded reporter with rural county
law enforcement agencies and traveling to dozens of
small towns battling the epidemic across the United
States. The result is SHADOW PEOPLE, an unflinching
look at the havoc and heartache meth spawns in the
open countryside—a window to how the drug is
threatening America's wide open country spaces,
fueling crimes against citizens, breaking families
apart, devastating innocent children and tearing away
at the psyche of each community through which it
spreads. "A compelling and up-close look at one of
the most corrosive issues that our communities
facethis book is full of the kind of front-line reporting
and gritty detail needed to illuminate the meth
scourge."—Greg Miller, National Security Report, The
Washington Post

When Truth Is All You Have
"The founder and CEO of Public Religion Research
Institute (PRRI) and columnist for the Atlantic
describes how white Protestant Christians have
declined in influence and power since the 1990s and
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explores the effect this has had on
America,"--NoveList.

Ink and Bone
Private detective partners Patrick Kenzie and Angela
Gennaro are hired to find Jenna Angeline, a missing
black cleaning woman who allegedly stole confidential
state documents, but as their investigation becomes
complicated by rival gang leaders, extortion, child
prostitution, and assassination reaching to the highest
levels of government, they discover that their target
has been framed. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.

Wicked
New York is sweltering in the summer heat, and
Harlem is close to the boiling point. To Coffin Ed
Johnson and Grave Digger Jones, at times it seems as
if the whole world has gone mad. Trying, as always, to
keep some kind of peace, their legendary nickelplated Colts very much in evidence, Coffin Ed and
Grave Digger find themselves pursuing two
completely different cases through a maze of knifings,
beatings, and riots that threaten to tear Harlem apart.

Bringing the World Home
Trusting Jesus is hard. It requires following the unseen
into an unknown, and believing Jesus’s words over
and against the threats we see or the fears we feel.
Through the imaginative retelling of 35 Bible stories,
Not by Sight gives us glimpses of what it means to
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walk by faith and counsel for how to trust God’s
promises more than our perceptions and to find rest
in the faithfulness of God.

How to Read a Book
This book describes criminal investigation from the
beginning stages through the more advanced
techniques for handling cases involving all major
crimes. The book covers preparing cases for
presentation to the prosecutor, a grand jury, or a
court of law. It features material on the latest
laboratory services, sources of investigative
information, and scientific techniques to assist the
investigator. The book claims it is essential that
investigators have knowledge of the various
combinations of elements that constitute the basic
criminal laws. In addition, investigators should
develop proficiency in evaluating complaints received
from the public. The first officers arriving should
isolate the crime scene, and the scene should be
evaluated as to the need for laboratory or other
specialists and for selection of a standard search
method. Victims and witnesses must be separated for
independent interviews. The book contains 17
chapters, each devoted to a specific aspect of the
criminal investigation. Each chapter includes a
summary, discussion questions, and key terms and
concepts. Figures, tables, glossary, index.

New York Magazine
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as
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an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning
writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the
magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect
back to its audience the energy and excitement of the
city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place
and an idea.

Breathless Diversions
"Jim McCloskey and Centurion are pioneers in the
struggle to expose the tragedy of innocent people
wrongly convicted and sent to prison in AmericaNo
one has illuminated this problem more thoughtfully
and persistently." —Bryan Stevenson, author of Just
Mercy By the founder of the first organization in the
United States committed to freeing the wrongly
imprisoned, a riveting story of devotion, sacrifice, and
vindication. Jim McCloskey was at a midlife crossroads
when he met the man who would change his life. A
former management consultant, McCloskey had
grown disenchanted with the business world; he
enrolled at Princeton Theological Seminary at the age
of 37. His first assignment, in 1980, was as a chaplain
at Trenton State Prison. Among the inmates was Jorge
de los Santos, a heroin addict who'd been convicted
of murder years earlier. He swore to McCloskey that
he was innocent—and, over time, McCloskey came to
believe him. With no legal or investigative training to
speak of, McCloskey threw himself into the case. Two
years later, thanks to those efforts, Jorge de los
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Santos walked free, fully exonerated. McCloskey had
found his calling. He established Centurion Ministries,
the first group in America devoted to overturning
wrongful convictions. Together with his staff and a
team of forensic experts, lawyers, and
volunteers—through tireless investigation and an
unflagging dedication to justice—Centurion has freed
63 innocent prisoners who had been sentenced to life
or death. When Truth Is All You Have is McCloskey's
inspirational story, as well as those of the unjustly
imprisoned for whom he has fought. Spanning the
nation, it is a chronicle of faith and doubt; of
triumphant success and shattering failure. It candidly
exposes a life of searching and struggle, uplifted by
McCloskey's certainty that he had found what he was
put on earth to do. Filled with generosity, humor, and
compassion, it is the soul-bearing account of a man
who has redeemed innumerable lives—and incited a
movement—with nothing more than his unshakeable
belief in the truth.

Practical Criminal Investigation
This Pulitzer Prize winner is the basis for the
upcoming Hulu series starring Peter Sarsgaard, Jeff
Daniels, and Tahar Rahim. A gripping narrative that
spans five decades, The Looming Tower explains in
unprecedented detail the growth of Islamic
fundamentalism, the rise of al-Qaeda, and the
intelligence failures that culminated in the attacks on
the World Trade Center. Lawrence Wright re-creates
firsthand the transformation of Osama bin Laden and
Ayman al-Zawahiri from incompetent and idealistic
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soldiers in Afghanistan to leaders of the most
successful terrorist group in history. He follows FBI
counterterrorism chief John O’Neill as he uncovers the
emerging danger from al-Qaeda in the 1990s and
struggles to track this new threat. Packed with new
information and a deep historical perspective, The
Looming Tower is the definitive history of the long
road to September 11. National Book Award Finalist
Updated and with a New Afterword

Social Theory of Fear
The farmers of Paradise County have been leading a
hardscrabble life unchanged for generations. The
Communist government has encouraged them to
plant garlic, but selling the crop is not as simple as
they believed. Warehouses fill up, taxes skyrocket,
and government officials maltreat even those who
have traveled for days to sell their harvest. A surplus
on the garlic market ensues, and the farmers must
watch in horror as their crops wither and rot in the
fields. Families are destroyed by the random
imprisonment of young and old for supposed crimes
against the state. The prisoners languish in horrifying
conditions in their cells, with only their strength of
character and thoughts of their loved ones to save
them from madness. Meanwhile, a blind minstrel
incites the masses to take the law into their own
hands, and a riot of apocalyptic proportions follows
with savage and unforgettable consequences. The
Garlic Ballads is a powerful vision of life under the
heel of an inflexible and uncaring government. It is
also a delicate story of love between man and
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woman, father and child, friend and friend—and the
struggle to maintain that love despite overwhelming
obstacles.

Blind Man with a Pistol
This is the book that started it all! The basis for the
smash hit Tony Award-winning Broadway musical,
Gregory Maguire's breathtaking New York Times
bestseller Wicked views the land of Oz, its
inhabitants, its Wizard, and the Emerald City, through
a darker and greener (not rosier) lens. Brilliantly
inventive, Wicked offers us a radical new evaluation
of one of the most feared and hated characters in all
of literature: the much maligned Wicked Witch of the
West who, as Maguire tells us, wasn’t nearly as
Wicked as we imagined.

Shadow People
Tells the story of Ted Bundy, a brilliant law student
executed for killing three women, who confessed to
killing thirty-five others, from the perspective of the
former policewoman, crime writer, and unwitting
personal friend.

The Blondes
What is the essence of martial arts? What is their
place in or relationship with culture and society?
Deconstructing Martial Arts analyses familiar issues
and debates that arise in scholarly, practitioner and
popular cultural discussions and treatments of martial
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arts and argues that martial arts are dynamic and
variable constructs whose meanings and values
regularly shift, mutate and transform, depending on
the context. It argues that deconstructing martial arts
is an invaluable approach to both the scholarly study
of martial arts in culture and society and also to wider
understandings of what and why martial arts are.
Placing martial arts in relation to core questions and
concerns of media and cultural studies around
identity, value, orientalism, and embodiment,
Deconstructing Martial Arts introduces and elaborates
deconstruction as a rewarding method of cultural
studies.

The Texarkana Moonlight Murders
The notorious 1942 "Sleepy Lagoon" murder trial in
Los Angeles concluded with the conviction of
seventeen young Mexican American men for the
alleged gang slaying of fellow youth Jose Diaz. Just
five months later, the so-called Zoot Suit Riot erupted,
as white soldiers in the city attacked minority youths
and burned their distinctive zoot suits. Eduardo
Obregon Pagan here provides the first comprehensive
social history of both the trial and the riot and argues
that they resulted from a volatile mix of racial and
social tensions that had long been simmering. In
reconstructing the lives of the murder victim and
those accused of the crime, Pagan contends that
neither the convictions (which were based on little
hard evidence) nor the ensuing riot arose simply from
anti-Mexican sentiment. He demonstrates instead
that a variety of pre-existing stresses, including
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demographic pressures, anxiety about nascent youth
culture, and the war effort all contributed to the social
tension and the eruption of violence. Moreover, he
recovers a multidimensional picture of Los Angeles
during World War II that incorporates the complex
intersections of music, fashion, violence, race
relations, and neighborhood activism. Drawing upon
overlooked evidence, Pagan concludes by
reconstructing the murder scene and proposes a
compelling theory about what really happened the
night of the murder.

Life of Pi
Drawing on a body of empirical, qualitative work
spanning three decades, this unique text traces the
significance of critical social research and critical
analyses in understanding some of the most
significant and controversial issues in contemporary
society. Focusing on central debates in the UK and
Ireland – prison protests; inner-city uprisings; deaths
in custody; women’s imprisonment; transition in the
north of Ireland; the ‘crisis’ in childhood; the
Hillsborough and Dunblane tragedies; and the ‘war on
terror’ – Phil Scraton argues that ‘marginalisation’ and
‘criminalisation’ are social forces central to the
application of state power and authority. Each case
study demonstrates how structural relations of power,
authority and legitimacy, establish the determining
contexts of everyday life, social interaction and
individual opportunity. This book explores the politics
and ethics of critical social research, making a
persuasive case for the application of critical theory to
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analysing the rule of law, its enforcement and the
administration of criminal justice. It is indispensable
for students in the fields of criminology, criminal
justice and socio-legal studies, social policy and social
work.

No Logo
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book
is the best and most successful guide to reading
comprehension for the general reader, completely
rewritten and updated with new material. A CNN Book
of the Week: “Explains not just why we should read
books, but how we should read them. It's masterfully
done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in 1940,
this book is a rare phenomenon, a living classic that
introduces and elucidates the various levels of
reading and how to achieve them—from elementary
reading, through systematic skimming and
inspectional reading, to speed reading. Readers will
learn when and how to “judge a book by its cover,”
and also how to X-ray it, read critically, and extract
the author’s message from the text. Also included is
instruction in the different techniques that work best
for reading particular genres, such as practical books,
imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science
and mathematics, philosophy and social science
works. Finally, the authors offer a recommended
reading list and supply reading tests you can use
measure your own progress in reading skills,
comprehension, and speed.

The Stranger Beside Me
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The lives, loves, fates, and fortunes of the colorful
inhabitants of Weneshkeen, a resort town on the
shore of Lake Michigan, both townies and ritzy
summer visitors, intertwine over the course of a
single tumultuous summer. A first novel. Reprint.
15,000 first printing.

Advanced Grammar & Vocabulary
A WASHINGTON POST NOTABLE WORK OF 2018 From
two-time Pulitzer Prize–winning Washington Post
national security reporter Greg Miller, the truth about
Vladimir Putin’s covert attempt to destroy Hillary
Clinton and help Donald Trump win the presidency, its
possible connections to the Trump campaign, Robert
Mueller’s ensuing investigation of the president and
those close to him, and the mystery of Trump’s
steadfast allegiance to Putin. It has been called the
political crime of the century: a foreign government,
led by a brutal authoritarian leader, secretly
interfering with the American presidential election to
help elect the candidate of its choice. Now two-time
Pulitzer Prize–winning Washington Post national
security reporter Greg Miller investigates the truth
about the Kremlin’s covert attempt to destroy Hillary
Clinton and help Donald Trump win the presidency,
Trump’s steadfast allegiance to Vladimir Putin, and
Robert Mueller’s ensuing investigation of the
president and those close to him. Based on interviews
with hundreds of people in Trump’s inner circle,
current and former government officials, individuals
with close ties to the White House, members of the
law enforcement and intelligence communities,
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foreign officials, and confidential documents, The
Apprentice offers striking new information about: the
hacking of the Democrats by Russian intelligence;
Russian hijacking of Facebook and Twitter; National
Security Adviser Michael Flynn’s hidden
communications with the Russians; the attempt by
Jared Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law, to create a secret
back channel to Moscow using Russian diplomatic
facilities; Trump’s disclosure to Russian officials of
highly classified information about Israeli intelligence
operations; Trump’s battles with the CIA and the FBI
and fierce clashes within the West Wing; Trump’s
efforts to enlist the director of national intelligence
and the director of the National Security Agency to
push back against the FBI’s investigation of his
campaign; the mysterious Trump Tower meeting; the
firing of FBI Director James Comey; the appointment
of Mueller and the investigation that has followed; the
tumultuous skirmishing within Trump’s legal camp;
and Trump’s jaw-dropping behavior in Helsinki.
Deeply reported and masterfully told, The Apprentice
is essential reading for anyone trying to understand
Vladimir Putin’s secret operation, its catastrophic
impact, and the nature of betrayal.

Commentaries on the Laws of England
Benjamin Weaver, the quick-witted pugilist turned
private investigator, returns in David Liss’s sequel to
the Edgar Award–winning novel, A Conspiracy of
Paper. Moments after his conviction for a murder he
did not commit, at a trial presided over by a judge
determined to find him guilty, Benjamin Weaver is
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accosted by a stranger who cunningly slips a lockpick
and a file into his hands. In an instant he understands
two things: Someone had gone to a great deal of
trouble to see him condemned to hang—and another
equally mysterious agent is determined to see him
free. So begins A Spectacle of Corruption, which
heralds the return of Benjamin Weaver, the hero of A
Conspiracy of Paper. After a daring escape from
eighteenth-century London’s most notorious prison,
Weaver must face another challenge: how to prove
himself innocent of a crime when the corrupt courts
have already shown they want only to see him hang.
To discover the truth and clear his name, he will have
to understand the motivations behind a secret
scheme to extort a priest, uncover double-dealings in
the unrest among London’s dockworkers, and expose
the conspiracy that links the plot against him to the
looming national election—an election with the
potential to spark a revolution and topple the
monarchy. Unable to show his face in public, Weaver
pursues his inquiry in the guise of a wealthy merchant
who seeks to involve himself in the political scene.
But he soon finds that the world of polite society and
politics is filled with schemers and plotters, men who
pursue riches and power—and those who seek to
return the son of the deposed king to the throne.
Desperately navigating a labyrinth of politicians,
crime lords, assassins, and spies, Weaver learns that,
in an election year, little is what it seems and the
truth comes at a staggeringly high cost. Once again,
acclaimed author David Liss combines historical
erudition with mystery, complex characterization, and
a captivating sense of humor. A Spectacle of
Corruption offers insight into our own world of political
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scheming, and it firmly establishes David Liss as one
of the best writers of intellectual suspense at work
today. From the Hardcover edition.

The New Urban Frontier
Just a few years earlier, Jews living in Portugal were
dragged to the baptismal font and forced to convert
to Christianity. Many of these New Christians
persevered in their Jewish prayers and rituals in
secret and at great risk; the hidden, arcane practices
of the kabbalists, a mystical sect of Jews, continued as
well. One such secret Jew was Berekiah Zarco, an
intelligent young manuscript illuminator. Inflamed by
love and revenge, he searches, in the crucible of the
raging pogrom, for the killer of his beloved uncle
Abraham, a renowned kabbalist and manuscript
illuminator, discovered murdered in a hidden
synagogue along with a young girl in dishabille.
Risking his life in streets seething with mayhem,
Berekiah tracks down answers among Christians, New
Christians, Jews, and the fellow kabbalists of his uncle,
whose secret language and codes by turns light and
obscure the way to the truth he seeks. A marvelous
story, a challenging mystery, and a telling tale of the
evils of intolerance, The Last Kabbalist of Lisbon both
compels and entertains.

Born A Crime
The Blondes is a hilarious and whipsmart novel where
an epidemic of a rabies-like disease is carried only by
blonde women, all of whom must go to great lengths
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to conceal their blondness. Hazel Hayes is a grad
student living in New York City. As the novel opens,
she learns she is pregnant (from an affair with her
married professor) at an apocalyptically bad time:
random but deadly attacks on passers-by, all by
blonde women, are terrorizing New Yorkers. Soon it
becomes clear that the attacks are symptoms of a
strange illness that is transforming blondes—whether
CEOs, flight attendants, students or accountants—into
rabid killers. Emily Schultz's beautifully realized novel
is a mix of satire, thriller, and serious literary work.
With biting satiric wit, The Blondes is at once an
examination of the complex relationships between
women, and a merciless but giddily enjoyable portrait
of what happens in a world where beauty
is—literally—deadly.
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